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Romeo and Juliet Plot Summary | Shakespeare Learning Zone
In the Romeo and Juliet death scene, Juliet is lying in the
tomb, under the influence of a sleeping potion that makes it
appear that she has died. Romeo mourns over her body, and then
drinks poison because he believes that Juliet is truly dead.
Romeo and Juliet each commit suicide.
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Characters: Romeo and Juliet — Utah Shakespeare Festival
But to say that Tybalt's dead and then say, “Romeo has been
banished.” To say that is like saying that my father, my
mother, Tybalt, Romeo, and Juliet have all.
SparkNotes: Romeo and Juliet: Act 5, scene 3
Juliet Montega is the twenty-two-year-old victim of an
unsolved murder. She tells us her story from the great beyond
and begins with the event that soon leads to.
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Romeo leaves in the morning and they are both heartbroken.
Although an adult, Friar neglects his responsibility to guide
Romeo on the right path.
Somepeoplewillbepardoned,otherspunished. Juliet sees Romeo
dead beside her, and surmises from the empty vial that he has
drunk poison. Scientifically speaking, viola tricolor Romeo
Killed Juliet not able to induce love, but extracts from the
plant have been shown to be anti-microbial and cytotoxic. The
fight ends when Romeo kills Tybalt.
Andsteep'dinblood?Ah,whatanunkindhourIsguiltyofthislamentablechan
1 comment. Before entering the tomb, Romeo kills Paris in the
graveyard.
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